














As sociologist Daniel Bell once argued the “nation-state is becoming too small for the big 
problems of life, and too big for the small problems of life” and the role of states has been subject 
to much criticism.　However, we continue to see the birth of new states which inevitably means 
the reduction in the average size of states.
In this article, we attempt to review of states in micro-states and semi-independent micro-
states which are richer than most advanced （larger） states in term of Gross Domestic Product 
（GDP） per capita.　Micro-states were once considered “small, weak and ineﬃ  cient” compared to 
ordinary states.　However, its ineﬃ  ciency has turned to an advantage in the globalised world 
under certain conditions.　By entrusting part of its sovereignty such as diplomacy and security 
to their suzerain powers, micro-states like Liechtenstein have achieved economic success.　This 
is also true of semi-independent micro-states such as British crown dependencies and oversea 
territories.　Semi-independent micro-states which devolved with economic autonomy have 
enjoyed economic success.　Thus, we see similarities in the way economic success is achieved in 
rich dependent micro-states and semi-independent micro-states.
In both cases many examples are seen in the British crown dependencies and the overseas 
territories and so the case of the former is examined in the ﬁ nal section of this article.
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出所： United Nations, “Your United Nations: Growth in 























































































































































































































出所： 国際競争力に関しては IMD, “The World 
Competitiveness Scoreboard 2012”；面積に
関してはThe Central Intelligence Agency, “the 
World Factbook”.




















































































出所： CIA, the World Factbook （Country Compari-
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